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KNAPHEIDE
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PARTITIONS

SHELVING

Knapheide Partitions divide your work van into two separate zones: the passenger area, which doubles as a
mobile office, and the cargo area for storing parts and tools. In the event of an unplanned stop, Knapheide
Partitions offer an extra level of safety and security. Knapheide Partitions are contoured to fit each van and
conform to the B-pillar trim and headliner in the van and are constructed of 1/4” ABS thermoplastic, which
has mechanical properties of impact resistance and toughness.

Knapheide shelving is a robust, durable van shelving system that creates an organizational solution for your
van. The modular design allows for flexibility in both configuration and layout. Knapheide shelving’s modern
appearance compliments both the current and new generation of commercial vans.

Allow for full seat travel and
a reasonable amount of seat
recline.
Create ability to heat or
cool just the passenger area
rather than the entire van.

Reduce the amount of noise
in the passenger area coming
from items in the cargo area.

Partitions are available with or
without windows.

Partitions are available for all
current vans. Partitions with sliding
doors are available for taller vans.

Tough, steel end panels
feature a formed, channel
construction, both front
and back. Coupled with the
proprietary spring nut, this
design creates a very rigid,
strong shelving system.
End panels include prepunched slots which allow
for attaching end panel
accessories as well as
improve the aesthetics of
the product.

Shelving can easily
be upgraded with
Boxes and Accessories
to create vocational
solutions.
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Shelving is adjustable
to accommodate the
customer’s storage
needs and allow for
added flexibility.

Allows for the ability
to mix and match
different shelving
modules when
configuring your van.
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BOXES

ACCESSORIES

Boxes help you organize your equipment and transport it to your work site in the most efficient way possible.
Adding boxes to Knapheide shelving offers a truly unique solution for both Organization and Mobility. Choose
from a variety of Boxes to complete your storage needs.

Customize your storage space with a variety of drawers, doors, dividers, hooks, storage pockets and more
to create a personalized work environment that makes you more productive. Accessories have a vocational
focus and each one has a specific function to make storage solutions easy.

Accessories create
additional storage
solutions by securing
items to end panels,
shelves, etc.

Boxes allow users to be organized both
on the vehicle as well as off the vehicle
All Boxes are interchangeable and
securely lock into shelving for safe
transport.

Dedicated solutions for
storing cables, tools,
hoses, tanks, etc.

Having the right tools and
parts easily accessible is a
productivity enhancer on
the job site.

Different styles are available, offering
different levels of organization and
mobility.
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COMMITMENT TO

CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION

THREE YEAR,
LIMITED TIME
WARRANTY

There’s a certain type of worker out there who never settles for
second best in the work they do. That’s why we never settle when it
comes to building high-quality products that help make that work
go easier.
As the industry changes, one thing never will — our commitment to
making customers like you as productive and efficient as possible.
KNAPHEIDE. NEVER SETTLE.

NO RUST
THROUGH

FREE FROM
DEFECTS IN
WORKMANSHIP

FREE FROM
DEFECTS IN
MATERIALS

FOLLOW US
LIKE US
TAG US
TO LEARN MORE VISIT

www.knapheide.com/warranty
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NEVER SETTLE
If you are going to be a leader, it takes more
than building a high-quality product. It means
never being totally satisfied with that product,
no matter how high quality it may be. It requires
constant vigilance and a willingness to take
a chance on something new. And it means
exceeding expectations every time. As the
industry changes, one thing never will—our
commitment to making customers like you as
productive and efficient as possible. We know
you don’t settle, and we don’t either. That’s why
we want you never to settle for anything less
than Knapheide on the back of your truck.

KNAPHEIDE. NEVER SETTLE.
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